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I. OVERVIEW
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2. Gevins, A.S. Brain potentials and mental functions:
methodological requirements. In I* Alter (Ed.), Thi Limits
Functional LgscalizaigLDY Raven Press, 1983, In press.

3. Gevins, A.S. Brain potential evidence for lateralization of
higher cognitive functions. In J.B. Hellige (Ed.), Cerebral
Hemisphere Asymmetry' Method, Theory and Application. Praeger Press,1983, In press.

Fuc4n Gevins, A.S. Brain Potentials and Human Higher Cognitive
Functions: Methods, research and future directions. In J. H. Hannay
(Ed.), Handbook 2f Neuropsvcholo-v. Oxford Press, 1983, In press.
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Washington, D.C., 1982.
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3. Special Invited Lecturer, Int. Conf. Neuropsychology,
Pittsburgt 1982.

4. Invited Speaker, Society for Biological Psychiatry, New York,
1983.

5. Symposium Chairman, IEEE Computer Des., New York, 1983.
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D. Experiments

The EEGSL is in the process of developing the method of Neurocognitive
Pattern (NCP) Analysis for measuring aspects of mass neural processes
related to perceptuomotor and cognitive activities. Several
generations of NCP Analysis have been used to study both complex and
simple tasks, and a number of findings have emerged. Taken together,
these results suggest that neither strictly localizationist nor
equipotentialist views of neurocognitive functioning are realistic.
Since even simple tasks are associated with a rapidly shifting mosaic
of focal scalp-recorded patterns, neurocognitive functioning might be
better modeled as a network in which the activity of many specialized
local processing elements is periodically integrated. Our research is
directed toward developing methods for measuring these processes more
precisely and modeling them more explicitly.

N.B. It must be understood that scalp-recorded potentials, even
unaveraged timeseries, are not necessarily cortical in origin. Until
this issue is settled, it is essential not to interpret scalp
designations, which conventionally refer to underlying cortical areas,
as implying measurement of the activity of cortical sources. For
convenience, we use the convential scalp designations subject to this
caveat.

Specific findings include:

1. Complex perceptuomotor and cognitive activities such as
reading and writing have unique, spatially differentiated scalp EEG
spectral patterns. These patterns had sufficient specificity to
identify the type of task from the EEG ( US Caino Neurophvsiol.
47:693-703, 1979). The results were in accord with previous reports
of hemispheric lateralization of 'spatial' and "linguistic'
processing.

2. When tasks are controlled for stimulus, response and
performance-related factors, complex cognitive activities such as
arithmetic, letter substitution and mental block rotation have
identical, spatially diffuse EEG spectral scalp distributions.
Compared with staring at a dot, such tasks had approximately 10%
reductions in alpha and beta band spectral intensities (EjU Caino
Neurophvsiol. 47' 704-7109 1979; Science 203:665-668, 1979)o This
reduction may be an index of their task workload. Since no patterns
of hemispheric lateralization were found, this study suggested that
previous reports of EEG hemispheric lateralization may have confounded
EEG patterns related to limb and eye movements and arousal with those
of mental activity w Ue (Scienc 207:1005-10089 1980).

3. Split-second visuomotor tasks, controlled so that only the
type of judgment varied, are associated with complex, rapidly shifting
patterns of single-trial, evoked inter-electrode correlation of brain
potential timeseries. Differences between spatial and numeric

2
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judgments were evident in the task-cued prestimulus interval. Complex
and often lateralized patterns of difference shifted with split-second
rapidity from stimulus onset to just prior to response, at which time
there was no difference between spatial and numeric tasks (Science
213:918-922, 1981). This suggested that once task-specific

differential perceptual and cognitive processing was completed, a
motor program common to both tasks was executed, regardless of
differences in the stimuli or type of judgment.

4. Rapidly shifting, focal brain potential patterns,
representing the maximal difference between similar split-second
tasks, can be extracted with NCP analysis. The move and no-move
variants of a split-second visuospatial judgment task, which differed
slightly in expectation, differed in type of judgient, and differed
greatly in response, were associated with distinct differences in the
patterns of single-trial evoked correlation between scalp-recorded
channels (Science 220:97-99, 1983; see Sections III and IV). These
patterns of difference increased in magnitude in each successive
analysis interval. In the prestimulus interval, correlation of the
midline frontal electrode distinguished the tasks (p<.01). In the
interval spanning the N1, P2 and N2 event-related potential (ERP)
peaks, the between-task evoked correlation contrast was focused at the
midline parietal electrode (p<.001). In the interval centered on the
P3a ERP peak, the focus of correlation difference was at the right
parietal electrode and involved higher correlation of the right
parietal with occipital and midline precentral electrodes in the
no-move ta2, and with the right central electrode in the move task
(p<5 x 10 -). In an interval centered 135 asec after the P3a ERP
peak, which included right-handed response preparation and initiationt
the focus of contrast shifted to the left central electrode, involving
higher correlation with midline frontal and occipital electrodes in
the move task a:0 with the midline parietal electrode in the no-move
task p<5 x 10 ). These results concur with neyWopsychological
models of these tasks derived from clinical observations. They
suggest that although simple perceptuomotor tasks are associated with
a complex, dynamic mosaic of brain electrical patterns, it is possible
to isolate foci of maximal differences between tasks. It is clear
that without a split-second temporal resolution it is not possible to
isolate the rapid shift in lateralization which presumably is
associated with perceptual-cognitive and efferent processing stages.

5. The focal patterns of evoked correlation derived by NCP
analysis significantly distinguished the single-trial date of 7 of the
9 people in the above study. This suggested that similar

Sneurocognitive mechanisms ware being measured across the majority of
participants (see Section IV)#

6. Behaviorally identical trials of the move and no-move
visuospatial tasks in the above study were found to be associated with
distinctly different brain potential patterns (Section VI). This
suggests that appropriate brain potential measures may provide a tool
for sore detailed examination of previously unmeasured neurocognitive
processes.

3
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E. analytic Methods

Neurocognitive Pattern (NCP) analysis currently consists of the
application of an adaptive-network, nonlinear mathematical pattern
classification algorithm to extract task-related signals from sets of

data. The analysis is applied to single-trial timeseries in brief
time windows (100 to 175 msec) for up to 49 scalp electrodes (using
power measures) and up to 1176 electrode pairings (using
crosscorrelation or crosscovariance measures). The data windows are
determined for each person from the peaks of their averaged ERPs as
well as from stimulus and response times, but measures are made on
single trials.

1. Similarities gnd Differences Between NCP . nalsii maU
Conventional ERP Analysis

NCP analysis is grounded on the vast body of information gained from
ERP methods and has the same underlying goal, namely to resolve
spatially and temporally overlapping, task-related mass neural
processes. However, it departs in several ways from the currently
popular approach of extracting independent features from averaged ERPs
by principal components analysis (PCA) followed by hypothesis testing
with ANOVA. First, NCP analysis is concerned with spatiotemporal
task-related activity recorded by many electrodes in a number of time
intervals from before the stimulus through the response. It
quantifies neurocognitive activity in terms of a variety of
parameters, rather than amplitude and latency of ERP components.
Thus, it is possible that the increased dimensionality of
parametrization may facilitate the measurement of subtler aspects of
neurocognitive processes. Second, the questionable assumption of a
multivariate normal distribution of brain potentials is not made in
NCP analysis. Third, brain-potential feature extraction and
hypothesis testing are performed as a single process which determines I
features which are maximally different between the conditions of an
experiment, rather than those which meet possibly irrelevant criteria
such as statistical independence. Fourth, task-related patterns of
consistency are extracted from sets of single-trial data. Significant
results say be obtained as long as there is a pattern of consistent
difference between tasks? even though the means of the two data sets
do not differ significantly.

Taken together, these aspects of NCP analysis may enable it to resolve
small task-related signals from the obscuring background 'noise' of
the brain, revealing useful spatiotemporal information about mass
neural processes. However, this is not without its costs. NCP
analysis requires several orders of magnitude more computing than PCA
and ANOVA, and larger data sets than conventional ERP studies. Also,
because of its sensitivity, highly controlled experimental paradigms
are required to assure that the results are truly related to the
hypothesis and not to spurious or idiosyncratic factors. (The process
of developing one such task is described in Section 11 of this

report.) This requires a greater allocation of effort and resourcesto experimental design? recording and analysis than is needed for most

4
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ERP experiments.

Although we hove obtained several promising results with NCP analysis,
the latest of which is described in Sections III and IV, we must
caution that 'the jury is still out'. Additional basic studies are
needed to determine whether NCP analysis is really worthwhile. If so,
it should be possible to optimizer standardize and simplify it for use
in other laboratories.

2, Eyoke Correlations Between Scalp Electrodes

For the past few years we have concentrated on a measure of the degree
of waveshape similarity (crosscorrelation) between timeseries from
pairs of electrodes. Measures of single channel power are also being
used and will be reported later this year. The crosscorrelation
approach is based on the (unproven) hypothesis that when areas of the
brain are functionally related there is a consistent pattern of
waveshape similarity between them. There are a number of
considerations in interpreting the correlation patterns of scalp

recordings, such as volume conduction from subcortical sources and
driving by distant sources. Some of the ambiguities may be mitigated
by careful experimental design, but the neurophysiological
interpretation of correlation patterns is an unsettled issue*

Besides the scientific value of studying the neural activity

associated with preparation to receive and the subsequent processing

of numeric information in two sense modalitiesp the auditory-visual
experiment described in this Interim Progress Report is designed to
provide a data base for refining the NCP analysis and investigating
some aspects of the neurophysiological interpretation of correlation
patterns. In addition to inter-channel, zero-log correlation, MCP
analysis can employ other measures such as multi-lagged correlation

bands# Preliminary studies described in this report (Section V) have
revealed significant information with such measures. A major goal
during the coming year is to explore and resolve some of these issues.

1I. PITIN QE M AUDITORY-VISUAL PERCEPTUOIOTOR T

A. Din Considerations

A number of issues had to be addressed in designing a bimodal paradigm
sufficiently controlled to reveal NCPs which might distinguish
auditory end visual perceptuomotor tasks during the modality-cued
prestimulus and post-stimulus intervals4

1. QglJL Considyrations

Two hypotheses are being tested. First, NCPs should show
neuroanatosically interpretable differences between the processing of
auditory and visual numeric stimuli in post-stimulus intervals when
feature extraction is thought to occur in sensory and related cortical
areas. There should be minimel diffterences after sense-specific

.5
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processing is completed. Second, NCPs should differ in the
modality-cued prestimulus interval as a function of the preparation to
receive either visual or auditory stimuli. The second hypothesis
requires complete equivalence of cue properties and
performance-related factors between auditory and visual conditions,
and also a strong inference that a modality-specific expectancy set
exists in the cued prestimulus interval.

2. Experimental Control

The first hypothesis (ie. post-stimulus processing) requires control
of stimulus, response and performance-related factors across
conditions so that the major difference between conditions is stimulus
modality, Visual and auditory modalities have fundamental
differences. Input for the former is parallel (for brief foveally
presented stimuli), while for the latter it is serial. Inherent
differences in auditory and visual processing latencies can be
compensated for by centering several analysis windows on the average
ERP peak latencies in each person for auditory and visual conditions
separately. Differences in ERP amplitudes can be explicitly measured
by NCP analysis of single-channel signal power. With regard to the
second hypothesis (ie. prestimulus attentional set), the modality-cued
paradigm elicits a contingent negative variation (CNV) between cue and
stimulus, with consequent resolution after stimulus presentation. NCP
analysis will be applied to measure pre- and post-stimulus modality
differences. The results may shed some light on the interface between
preparatory activity and post-stimulus processes.

3. Montage

A 21 electrode scalp montage suitable for recording activity over
auditorl visual, motor, parietal and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices
was used during these pilot recordings. Four additional channels
recorded vertical and horizontal EOG, EMG and the response. The final
design will expand this to 49 brain potential channels to allow a
resolution of approximately 6 square centimeters (see section II.C.).
The investigation and conclusions concerning these issues during the
developmental program of 12 pilot recordings is reported in the
following section.

B. Task development and pilot recordings

1. Phas one (Ps #1-8): (Reson f2 miscues)

- . Rationale, The existence of a modality-specific
prestimulus attentional set was investigated with the "miscueing'
technique (Posner, 1978). In this method a randomly ordered 20% of
the modality cues (a visually presented letter in both conditions) are
incorrect. The lengthening of mean response time in these miscued
trials is considered the 'cost' incurred by the expectation of a
stimulus in a specific modality, and is used to infer the existence of
a modality-specific preparatory set.

b. II.. Stimulus presentation and response measurement
6
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were performed by the real time subsystem of the ADIEEG system, which
also digitized the 25 channels of physiological signals at 256
samples/sec. The participant (P) was instructed to fixate a point at
the center of the CRT screen of an AED II graphics terminal and await
a visually presented modality cue (V for visual; A for auditory;
duration 375 msec) 1.5 sec later the stimulus was presented*
Auditory stimuli consisted of the numbers 1 to 9 generated by a Votrax
speech synthesizer and presented through two speakers about 2 ft.
above the participant's head. Duration varied from 245 to 430 msec
(the number 7 was generated as "SEVN'). Visual stimuli were single
digit numbers presented on the CRT, subtending a visual angle of under
one degree. Their duration was equated to that of their corresponding
auditory numeric stimuli.

The participant was instructed to attend the modality cue and focus
his attention" on the speakers or screen as indicated by the cue,
while maintaining his gaze on the screen. He was to respond to the
stimulus without hesitation with a ballistic contraction of his right
hand index finger on a modified Grass force transducer with a pressure
corresponding to the stimulus number on a linear scale of 1 to 9.
Feedback indicating the exact pressure applied was presented as a 2
digit number on the CRT screen (duration 375 msec) I second after
completion of response as determined by the program.

If the response was sufficiently accurate, the feedback number was
underlined, signifying a 'win'. The error tolerance for a "win' was
continually adjusted throughout the session as a moving average of the
accuracy of the preceeding five correctly cued trials in visual and
auditory modalities separately.

A random 18Z of the trials were miscued tie. the stimulus .arrived in
the wrong modality). The participant was to respond to these just
like the correctly cued trials. Correctly cued and miscued auditory
and visual trials were presented in randomly ordered blocks of 17
trials, self-initiated by the participant.

c# Recordings. Eight normal, right-handed adult male
participants were recorded in pilot sessions consisting of about 350
to 700 trials each. Three were personal of the EEGSL and 5 were naive
paid participants. Details were settled during the first 6
recordings, and technically acceptable recordings were obtained from
the last 2 people. The electrode montage was Fz, F7, Fg, aF1, aF2,
Cz, C3, C4, C, C6, Pz, P3, P4, T3, T4, T5, T6, OzP aOl and a02,
referenced to linked mastoids (modified expanded 10-20 system
nomenclature; Picton, et alp 1978). For PO8 several placements were
changed (see section B.2). Vertical and horizontal eye movements,
response muscle activity, and force transducer output were also

recorded. All signals were amplified by a 64-channel Bioelectric
Systems Model AS-64P amplifier with .10 to 100 Hz possband,
continuously digitized to 11 bits at 256 samples/see and stored on
digital tape. Signals were also recorded on three 8 channel
polygraphs to monitor the session and for off-line artifact editing.
Average response times (RT) and error rate (proportion of 'lose"
trials) were computed for behavioral evidence of a 'cost' due to a

7
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prestimulus attentional set in a total data set of 3735 trials.

d. Results and Dscussion. For correctly cued trials, the
mean response times were quicker for visual stimuli for all but two
people. Average RT across P's was 675 %sec for visual stimuli and 711
msec for auditory. The longer RT for auditory stimuli, which is
opposite to the findings in simpler bimodal paradigms, may be due to
the nature of the verbally presented number stimuli. All information
needed for visual stimulus decoding appeared on the screen within 33
msec, while auditory information was not completed for up to several
hundred msec. The longer RT for the auditory stim,,li may also be due
to the use of synthesized speech stimuli.

In the miscued trials a lengthening of RT and increase in error rate
was observed in almost every case (Tables 1 and 2). For miscued
auditory stimuli the average increase in RT was 47 msec and the
average increase in error rate (proportion of 'lose' trials) was 9%.
For misuced visual stimuli the 'costs' of miscueing were slightly
greater (increase in RT - 65 msec; increase in error rate a 10%).
There was a small (18 msec) asymmetry in RT effect. That is, miscueing
a visual stimulus caused a greater increase in RT than miscueing an
auditory stimulus. This asymmetry and the magnitude of the RT
lergthening in miscued trials is in agreement with previous studies
using simpler tasks (Posner, 1979). Further, the standard deviations
for all cued and miscued conditions were similar within persons,
indicating that the RT 'costs' due to miscueing were based on a
consistent effect rather than greater variability in a smaller sample
(about 4 to 1 ratio of correctly vs. incorrectly cued trials.) Thus
it was verified that there was a 'cost' in the miscued trials
indicative of an attentional committment to a particular modality in
the prestimulus interval.

The ERPs for one person (P#7) are illustrated in Figure 1. In the
auditory condition (Figures la and b) t.he Ni peak occurred at 120 msec
in correctly cued trials and 136 msec in miscued trials. Its
amplitude was maximal at midline fronto-central sites. The P2 peak at
208 msec was maximal at midline fronto-central sites, and was well
represented at midline parietal sites. In miscued auditory trials
(Figure ib) a P3 peak was apparent at 314 msec, maximal at the midline.
parietal derivation, and extending to fronto-central, lateral central
and lateral parietal electrodes.

The visual stimuli elicited an N1 peak at 150 msec in both correctly
cued and miscued conditions (Figures Ic and d). Although in this
person the Ni peak was clearly seen at the midline occipital
electrode, it was larger over left anterior occipital and posterior
temporal sites (aOl and T5). The P2 peak was maximal at Pz, where its
latency was 215 msec, but at midline fronto-central sites the first
positive peak occurred at 179 msec. This earlier positive peak at
anterior sites (which was also observed in PO8) was actually the
resolution of the prestimulus CNV, which in the auditory condition was
masked by the fronto-central N1 peak. In the miscued visual trials

(Figure 1d) a P3 peak was present at 300 assc in P47 and 330 masc in
POS. It was slightly larger at Cz than Pz, and was also prominent at
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nidline frontal and lateral central and pavietal electrodes, Ihe P3
peak was of larger amplitude, broader, and more anteriorly distributed
:r the visual miscued trials than in, the auditory miscued trials.

rhe pre-stimulus CMV is evident as" a fronto-central negatie
displacement of the prestimulus baseline in both conditions and its
resolution could occur at different latencies after visual and verbal
stimuli. Also, the information content of the verbal stimuli occurred
at various latencies (as in "six" and 'seven', or 'four* and 'five',
as compared to the other numbers). What effect this may have upon the
latencies of endogenous ERP components is not known, but it is likely
t.;at greater variability of the P3 latency in the auditory condition
may account for the smaller, lower amplitude peak. rhese issues will
be addressed in analyses of later, more controlled data sets.

A negative going slow potential shift was observed to commence at the
P2 latency in all but the miscued visual trials, where it may have
been obscured by the robust P3 peak. It was maximal at Cz, ano larger
over the left central (C3) than the right central (C4) electrode.
This lateralization began well before the average response times in
Pach condition.

2, Phase two (P's #9-12): (No response to miscues)

a, Rationale.

1he behavioral results of phase one confirmed the existence of a
prestimulus attentional set, and the respond-to-miscues design was
modified for the formal recordings to a move/no-move design in which
the 'response' to a miscued stimulus was to make no movement. This
was done so that there would be a behavioral confirmation of attention
to the cue in each trial? and so that post-stimulus processing could
.e examined in each modality separately by a within-modality, move vs
no-move NCP analysis. The within-modality analyses will serve as
t.Fandards to aid in interpreting the results of the between-modalitly
analyses,

b lask. The task was the same as before: except that
the par.ticipant was instructed to make no response on miscued trials
(random 20%). A monetary incentive was added by rewarding accurate
(win) move trials as a function of the accuracy attained (about 5
cents for each win). The accrued monetary bonus was displayed at the
ord of each block of 17 trials, as well as the average error tolerance
for that block (as a performance index) for auditory and visual
i.onditions separately, The cue-to-stimulus intervals were 2.5 sec for
P's #9-11, and 1 sec for P#12. For P#12 a separate run was recorded
.t the 2.5 sec interval for the visual modality only.

Cs Recordings. Four normal, right-handed adult males
participated in sessions consisting of about 100 piractice ard 400 tes:t
trials. The 21 channel montage conisted of Fz, F', FS? aF1, aF'.
6Cz, Cz- C3: C4, CS? C6, Pz, P3, P4, eP5, aP6. T5? 16f Oz? aOl ernd
a02, referenced to linked mastoids, rin scalp electrodes wer-
at ached v.s ing a stretchable nylon ca, 'Electvocap Inte%-netionpl).
i9
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Vertical and horizontal eye movements (electrode at outer canthi) and
response muscle potentials (EMG from flexor digitorum) were recorded
with Ag-ASC1 cup electrodes. Other aspects of th recording procedure
were the same as in Phase one.

Trials were visually inspected off-line to eliminate artifacted trials
and no-move trials where muscle activity was present on the EMG
channel. Average stimulus-registered ERPs were computed for all scalp
channels, as well as averages of vertical and horizontal EOG and EMG.
Cue-registered averages were also computed for P#12 for the
cue-to-stimulus interval (1. sec for this P); the averaging epoch
extended from 250 msec before the cue to 250 msec after the stimulus.

d. Result and Discussion, Response timer error rate
(proportion of "losem trials), and average error tolerance in the move
trials for the 4 participants are shown in Table 3. Average response
times and error rates were similar across move conditions, but the
adaptive error tolerance (inversely related to skill level) tended to
be larger for the auditory condition, indicating that performance was
slightly better for visual stimuli. We will attempt to eliminate this
difference in the formal recordings by providing more practice at the
auditory task.

At the 2,5 sec cue-to-stimulus interval (P's #9-11), there was a high
rate of data attrition (about 25Z) in the no-move (miscued) trials due
to mistaken overt responses. This may have been due to a decay of the
attentiornal set. At the 1 sec interval (P#12) there was no attrition
due to response movements. Since the no-move trials are infrequent,
the attrition ,ate must be very low to collect sufficient data for
the within-modality move vs no-move NCP analysis. Thus the I second
interval seems more desirable.

The stimulus-registered ERPs for the move trials (Fig. 2a and c) were
similar to the correctly cued trials of Phase one. In the visual
condition the N1 peak was poorly represented at the midline occipital
electrode, and in P#12 at the lateral occipital placements also (Fig.
2c). In all P's (including those in Phase one) the N1 peak to visual
stimuli was largest at the lateral posterior temporal sites (T5 and
T6). This may have been due to the small visual angle (under 1
degree) subtended by the foval stimuli.

In P's #9, 10 and 12 the no-move (miscued) trials elicited an
* augmentation of the P3 peak. The P3 peak amplitude in both move and

no-move averages was maximal at midline fronto-central sites.
Examination of vertical and horizontal EOG channels revealed no eye
movement which would account for this anterior distribution; thus it
was most likely due to the resolution of a prestimulus CNV, an issue
to be addressed in the formal study.

A frontally-dominant negative displacement of the pro-stimulus
baseline (CNV) was seen in all participants, In a cued paradigm such
as this a CNV may well be concomitant to the expectancy set we wish to
study (reviewed by Tecce, 1972). The cue-registered averages for the
1 sec interval (P#12) revealed the time-course of the prestimulus CNV

10/



to correctly cued auditory and visual stimuli. The negativity was
largest at the midline fronto-central electrodes, but did not seem to
differ between modalities. NCP analysis of the cue-to-stimulus
interval in the formal study may shed more light on the
modality-specificity of the anatomical distribution of CNV-related
activity, which has not been thoroughly examined (Ritter, et alp

1990).

C, Final Paradigm Screening qf Participants

As of 1 JUN 83, one fell recording has been made. 1000 trials were
recorded from a well-practiced participant using the paradigm?
electrode montage, and recording procedure described above. The
cue-to-stimulus interval was 1 sec, the visual stimuli were thickened
and increased in size to just under a 2 degree visual angler and the
proportion of miscued (no-go) trials was increased to 22%. ERPs from
this recording were quite satisfactory in most respects.

This paradigm, and a 49 channel scalp montage (Figure 3) will be used
in the formal experiment# A common average reference will be
computed, and the passband will be .1 to 50 Hz with digitization at
128 Hz. A recent study of trimodal attentional set using the regional
cerebral blood flow technique (Roland, 1982) has revealed that the
spatial patterns of focal neural processes related to attention and
modality processing are complex even when viewed with a 30 sec
temporal resolution. In order to adequately sample brain potentials
which may correspond to these regions of focal activation, denser
coverage of dorsolateral prefrontal areas, superior and inferior
posterior parietal and superior and posterior temporal areas is
required.

A screening program is being conducted to select and train candidate
participants. During screening sessions EEGs are recorded from Fz,
Cz, Pz, aOl and a02 (to examine the ERP waveform), and Ti and T2 (to
assess potentials from temporalis muscles). Vertical and horizontal
eye-movements are recorded by a single pair of diagonally placed
electrodes. Behavioral records are examined to assess the quality of
task performance, polygraphs are inspected to determine the amount of
data attrition due to artifact, and average ERPs are computed to
verify the presence of expected peaks. Participants for the formal
study will be drawn from these candidates. To date (1 JUN 83) 17
candidates have been screened in this manner, 6-8 of whom will be

4recalled for the formal experiment.
p
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Tabl1 - Average response time (in msec) and standard deviation for
correctly cued and miscued auditory and visual trials for the
8 participants recorded in phase one of task development.
(Miscues total 18Z of trials; 9Z of each type).

Auditory Visual Increase Increase
correctly mis- Correctly mis- in R.T. in R.T
cued cued cued cued miscued miscued
(S.D.) (S#.D) (SoD) -(S.D.) auditory visual

#1 318 830 803 710 757 -27 msec. +47 *sec
(198) (171). (213) (221)

#2 368 702 803 648 796. +101 +148
(112) (124) (120) (116)

#3 406 574 632 473 539 +58 +66
(81) (89) (93) (93)

*4 609 687 718 578 652 +31 +74
(140) (198) (140) (120)

*5 606 850 865 722 737 +15 +15
(136) (124) (140) (116)

06 668 528 625 603 664 +97 +61
(39) (54) (294) (39) (54) (54)

#7 372 892 978 1052 1106 +86 +54
(43) (58) (58) (19)

#8 388 626 636 609 667 +10 +58
(95) (81) (110) (80)

x
(S.D
across 711 758 675 740 +47 *sec +65
persons) (106) (111) (116) (103) msec

Total
trials

3735 1560 302 1565 308

13
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Table - Error rate (Z of glosem trials) in correctly cued and
miscued auditory and visual conditions in phase one of task
development. (Miscued trials = 18%).

j Trial AuditorLo Visual Loe Auditory
correct mis- correct miscued increase increase
cued cued cued in lose % in lose %

*1 318 57 53 45 80 -4 +35

*2 368 53 57 48 69 +4 +21

03 406 50 63 55 53 +13 -2

#4 609 51 69 59 65 +18 +6

05 606 52 61 54 58 +9 +4

,6 668 49 58 54 53 +9 -1

#7 372 47 66 49 59 +19 +10

#8 388 51 53 53 59 +2 +6

X 3735 51% 60% 52% 62% +9 +10
(Total)

1
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Table ] Response times, error rate (Z lose trials) and error tolerance
(inversely related to skill level) for phase two (Ps #9-12),
move/no-move design,

P_# T Average RT in Error LW veraqe error
asec (S.D.) tolerance (S.D.)

audi- visual auditory visual audi- visual
tory tory

#9 374 844 846 52% 50% 10.6 6.4
(218) (219) (4,0) (2.1)

#10 370 795 797 53% 47% 6.7 5.8
(190) (182) (2.4) (2.5)

#11 340 1008 957 55% 59% 8.2 7.5
(225) (279) (3.1) (3.1)

#12 410 636 651 54% 51% 6.2 5.6
(85) (62) (2.4) (3.8)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(Total)
1494

X 821 813 53.5% 51.8% 7.9 6.3(S..) (180) (186) (3.0) (2*9)

across

persons
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Figure 3 -49 channel recording montage
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togs have uadopbtedly contributed to
confictn reports of lateralizatioa of
brain activty.

To observe the spatial patterns and
sequencin of meurocognitive activity.
we have developed a new method called
metuwcognitive pattern (NCP) analysis.
Is NC? analysis the average ERP's of
each persom ae used to determine the
time intervals of task-related neural
processes. Within these intervals the
similarity o(brain-potential waveshapes

trial basis by computing tecross-corre-
latint coegcient between paired corabi-
atiom; ofelectrodes. Although the neur-
anatomic ouigin said neuroiphysioiogical
signillansce of these correlations is not
known, it has been suggested that cogni-
tive activity may be associated with
characteristic scalp correlation patterns
(9). However. task-related electrical sige
mis from the brain are spatially smeared
a trassesasion to the scalp and are em-
bedded in background activity. Since
hear statistical methods were not elfec-
tive in dealin with these obstacles, we
used a more powerful analysis called
trainaible classification-network mathe-
minhca pater recognition (2.3J. 10-13).
For this method. Wartfcia iteiligence 1
algorin are used to extract patterns of
correlation that dMa lOetween two con-
ditions with no assumptions about the
distribution of correlation values. The
algorithm is first applied to labeled

Simam o flo~gt S~ngLateailadoa . H... . subset of the experimental data calledSbadws f Tbugb: Shlltng O H the training set, and the invariant pat-
Brain Electrlc Patterns During Brief Vlsumomotor-Task terns (classification functions) found are'

then verified on a separate unlabele
Abstract. Dynamic spatial patterns of correlation of electrical potentials recorded subset of data called the test set. If the

from the human brain were shown in diagrams generated by mathematical pattern classification functions can significantly
recognition. The patterns!., "Osove" and "no-move" variants of a br isuospa- separat the test set into the two condi
tad task were compared. lon the Interval spanning the P300 peak of the evoked tos, the extracted patterns have intrn-
potential, higher correlations of the right parietal electrode with occipial and central sic validity.
electrodes distinguished the no-move task from the move task. In the next interval. Previously we reported the existence
spanning the readiness potential in the move task, higher correlations of the left of complex, rapidly changing pattern
central electrode with occipital and fronital electrodes characterized the move task. of brain-potential correlation involving
These results conform to nearopsychological expectations of localized processing many areas of both hemispheres; that
and their temporal sequence. The rapid change in the side and site of localized distinguished numeri and spatial judg-
processes may account for conflicting reports of lateralization in studies which meats in a visuomotor task (13). Since
lacked adequate spatial and temporal resolution, the sequencing of neurocognitive difer-

ences between numeri and spatial proc.
Many investigators have reported that components of averaged event-related essing is not definitely known, the comn-

brin aciiylaterslized duin og potal F:P') may indicatehe se- plx*atternts were duickto intepet

ods reveal relative localization an ae-cse.te aentrvae oss-clarify this situation by highlighting pre-
aization. u antrsletmoa eat, robust sign of biteralization. even sumably localized neural processes. In
sequencing because of the long time re- for language. (7). Conclusions derived comparing two types of spatial judg-
quired for observation. Studies of on- from patients with focal brain lesions or meat, the common activity of brain areas
going. background electrical activity do with "split-brains." cannot be directly should cancel, revealing dillaernce in
not reveal split-second changes in neuro- extended to normal subjects. Lateralized the right parietal area presumed to medi-
cognitive patterns. and those that have processes inoerred hao reaction time ate spatial Judgmsents. The right-handed-
reported lateralization of neurocognitive difierences to hemifleld or dichotic stim- finger response in one task was designed
activity have been questioned on meth- ulation have also been questioned on to elicit lateralized activity of th leM
odololeal pounds (1-6). Although the methodofogial pounds (8). These foc- central moto area.
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In this study a person estimated the atins within persons, 0.24). Brain po- vas spamed the NI00-P200 and P300
distance a "target" should be moved to tentials were recorded from 15 scalp ERP peaks, and the third (RP) interval
intersect a displayed arrow's trajectory. electrodes and referenced to linked mas- spamed most of the readiness patential
The "move" task required pressure of toids (Fig. IA) (15). Vertical and hori- (in the move task). The centerpoint of
the right index finger on a transducer zontal eye movements, muscle poten- each interval was determined for each
with a force proportional to that distance tials from the responding fngr, and the person (18). The correlations were stan-
(14). In the "no-move" task the arrow output of the force transducer were also dardized within persons, within elec-
pointed directly at the target, and no recorded. The dat were edited to re- trade pain (mean, 0; standard deviation,
pressing was required (pseudorandom 20 move trials with artifacts, and a set of 1), and then grouped across people. The
percent of trials). Thus, the spatial judg- 1612 correct, representative trials (839 tasts and ANOVA's of single-trial cor-
meat and response differed between move, 773 no-move) was formed. Aver- relations did not distinguih meaningful
tasks, while gross stimulus characteris- aged ERP's were computed for all eec- differences in between-task spatiotempo-
tics were the same. trodes (Fig. IB), and mests and analyses nI patterns.

Nine right-handed, healthy adults of variance (ANOVA's) were performed Mathematical pattern classification
(eight males, one female) participated in (16,17). was then applied to the single-trial corre-
the study. The average response initia- Cross-correlations were computed be- lations of all nine people to search for
tion (muscle potential onset) time for the tween 91 paired combinations of the MS subtle between-task differences in each
move trials was 0.59 second (standard electrodes for each trial in each of three interval. To make the results anatomical-
deviation, 0.19; mean of standard devi- 17-msec intervals (Fig. ID). Two inter- ly interpretable, we performed the

search separately on each of 15 sets of
electrode pairs. Each set consisted of the

FW g. l(A) Montage of A C correlations of a particular electrode15 electrodes. Non- with ten ohu electrodes (Fig. IC). For
sandard placents each interval, the electrode set that dis-

are intended to over- F. tet e wtlie cortical areas of Pa tig hed conditions on the test set withpicu r intrest a- Co the highest significance level (19), and
teo occipital (Oy), . :c the most prominent correlations for that
aterior Paiep (PS). T3 CS C4 U electrode set (20). were diagramed.
(leor e e-C), s . In the NIO(-P200 interval. correla-andmidgei prnoto 0 Was of the mxdmn parietal electrode 4
(Ca) ares. (B) Coo- distinguished the tasks (P < .001) (Fig.
posite IIs, e.m- 2A). In the P300 interval, correlations ofrelated potentials the right parie electrode with the mid-
(ERPs) from four
pseons (5 percent of line occipital and precentral electrodes
t.e total data from hove (01 tltf.) Hen oe04 "MM) were greater in the no-move task, while
am persn) for the PsP correlations of the right parietal with thePz electrode, showing right central electrode were greater indte m UorP peaks -Spy V . the move task (P < 5 x I0- 1) (Fig. 28).

i corrdation In the RP interval, corTelions of the left

Analysis intevals. central electrode with the midline frontal
Mwe P30 ERP peak is If Ps and occipital electrodes were greater intherminhe- : ~the move task, while correlations of the
quint no-move trials. tler~ o a" a " e f
(C) One of the 1 sets often electrode pars inowhhthe91 pairedi cnuis sweseft centrl electrode with themidline
The anterior occipital (Oy) set is shown. In Fm. 2 the pincipal electrodes of differin sets we parietal electrode were greater in the no-
cirded mad the most prominent coelations ae indicated as solid ad dotted as, move task (P < 5 x 10') (Fig. 2C).

The right parietal locus of between-
task difference in the P300 interval may
reflect, a lateralization of activity distin-A B C s the two tens of patia dg-

*F7 ,Fz ment (21) or the difference between
•emovement sotinon in the move task

J4 C4 e C3 no-move task. The left central focus ofT3 %,% U ", dilerence in the RP interval 135 msec

Zl tero may rellect the preparation and
initiation of the movement of the fight

0Y Oy index &uer. In contrast, the pattern of9 3 ) dierence in the NIO0-PM interval was

P4..001 P-aX1 1 P< -x 10 "  notlateralid.
NIOO-P200 Interval: P300 Interval: RP Interval: Thsa results may help explain con-

140 to 324 mee 302 to 477 meoc 436 to O11 meec lUcti repots of brain-pottial laterali-
zation. In many studies, various "ver-Fig. 2. Digrams of between-task differences in the (A) N100-P2. (3) P3W, and (C) RP al-anlytic" and "spatial' tasks I nun

intervals enerat by neuroconitive patters (NCP) analysis. The m sigaiicantly dififing or in hve
electrode sts. their signifiance level, and the most prominent correlations within the set us
shown. A solid ine between two electrodes indicates that the correlations were higher in the ared with relatve lef and rut hemi-
move task, while a dotted line indicates higher no-move task correlations. sphere EEG activity (1-61. However. it
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ABSTRACT

Spatial patterns of single-trial evoked correlations of human
scalp-recorded brain potentials were determined by applying
Neurocognitive Pattern (NCP) analysis to data from nine adults
performing a visuospatial task. Mathematical pattern recognition was
used to determine the differences in the spatial patterns of
correlation of *move' and 'no-sove* trials in successive 175-msec
intervals. The magnitude of the patterns of difference between tasks
increased in each successive interval. In the prestioulus interval,
correlation of the midline frontal electrode with lateral central and
left temporal electrodes was greater for the no-move task, while its
correlation with the left parietal electrode was greater for the sove
task (p<.01). In the interval spanning the NI, P2 and N2
event-related potential (ERP) peaks, the between-task contrast was
focused at the midline parietal electrode and involved. higher
correlation of that electrode with lateral temporal and midline
precentral electrodes in the move task, and with the left frontal
(F7) electrode in the no-move task (p<.001). In the interval
centered on the P3a peak, the focus of correlation difference was at
the right parietal electrode and involved higher correlation of the
right parietal with occipital and midline precentral electrodes in
the no-moveiask, and with the right central electrode in the move
task (p<5x1O ). In the interval centered 135 msec after the P3a ERP
peak, and which included the right-handed response preparation and
initiation, the major focus of contrast shifted to the left central
electrode, involving higher correlation of that electrode with
midline frontal and occipital electrodes in the move task,_gnd with
the midline parietal electrode in the no-move task (p<SxlO ). In
seven of the nine participants, the group equations significantly
distinguished the tasks. Move and no-move trials which were
behaviorally correct, but which were misclassified by the algorithm
showed high prestiiulus alpha activity in the averages, and had
post-stimulus waveform morphologies intermediate between correctly
classified move and no-move types. Although the neurophysiological
significance of these patterns of evoked correlation is unknown, the
results are consistent with the observation in humans and primates
that simple visuospatial tasks involve the integration of
spatially-distributed activity in many neural areas.
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INTRODUCTION

Neurocognitive Pattern'*(NCP) analysis is a method of measuring the
functional topography of human scalp-recorded brain potentials during
goal directed activity. It involves application of mathematical
pattern recognition to measures of inter-electrode correlations of
single-trial evoked brain potentials. Here we report the measurement
of rapidly shifting, focal patterns of correlation which distinguish
two variants of a brief 'move/no-movea visuospatial task.

It has been proposed that task-specific neural processes manifest
patterns of waveshape similarity (crosscorrelation) of low-frequency
macropotentials (Dumenko, 1970; Livanov, 1977). A number of studies
have approached this issue with scalp-recorded EEGs (Wolter and
Shipton, 1951; Brazier and Casby, 1952; Callaway and Harris, 1974;
Busk and Galbraith, 1975; Livanov, 1977), but this hypothesis remains
unproven due to problems of experimental design and lack of
methodology for precise measurement of task-related correlation
patterns at the scalp.

Any test of the hypothesis that waveshape similarity among
scalp-recorded brain potentials reflects task-related processing in
underlying neural populations must meet several methodological
criteria. First, the functional relationships of specific areas must
be explicitly manipulated. Well established "landmarks' such as
sensory, @association' and motor areas must be used as anatomic
reference points in the experimental design, and the scalp
projections of the presumed generators must be considered. Second,
the experiment must be rigorously controlled for stimulus, cognitive,
performance and response-related factors to allow unambiguous
association of experimental manipulations with spatiotemporal
electrical patterns. Third, a high degree of temporal resolution is
required, since the neural processes involved in brief cognitive
tasks last only a fraction of a second. Fourth, measures must be
made on single-trial EEG timeseries rather then averages since the
exact timing of neurocognitive processes may vary from trial to
trial. Fifth, the analytic method must be able to extract small
task-related signals from the obscuring effects of background
activity and volume conduction.

Our first study employing NCP analysis (Gevins, et al, 1981) revealed
complex, rapidly changing patterns of evoked correlation which
involved many areas of both hemispheres which differed between
numeric and spatial judgments performed an equivalent stimuli.
Howeverp the complex patterns were difficult to interpret since the
sequencing of neurocognitive activity in numeric and spatial
judgments is not definitively known. The present study was designed
to clarify this situation by highlighting presumably localized neural
processes. In comparing the move and no-move variants of a spatial
judgment task. the common activity of brain areas should cancel,
revealing focal differences in visual and parietal areas presumed to
mediate visual discrimination and spatial judgments. The
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right-handed response in the 'move' task should elicit lateralized
activity of the left central motor area.

METHODS

Task &U rotocol

The participant (P) was seated in an acoustically dampened recording
chamber with right-hand index finger resting on a force transducer.
Stimuli were presented on a Tektronix graphics terminal and subtended
a visual angle of less than 2 degrees horizontally and vertically.
They consisted of an arrow originating at center screen and a
vertical line segment (the 'target') to one side (Fig. 1). The
target's vertical position and side of screen changed randomly across
both move and no-move trials, as did the angle and direction of the
arrow. The arrow's angle varied from 0 to 30 degrees from the
horizontal, and target size ranged from 2 to 36 am (see below).
Stimuli remained on the screen until feedback was presented. On move
trials the participant was to estimate the distance the target must
be moved so that the arrow's trajectory would intersect its center,
and apply a pressure proportional to that distance with a ballistic
contraction of the right index finger. Responses were made on a
Grass isometric force transducer with maximum 1mm travel at a force
rate of 1 kg/mms The required force varied randomly from .1 to 1 kg.
On 'no-move' trials the arrow and target were oriented so that the
arrow's trajectory would intersect the center of the target, and no
movement was to be made (Fig. 1).

Trials occurred in blocks of 13 or 17. The blocks were
self-initiated by the participant and lasted about 1.5 min. The
no-move trials constituted 20Z of the total number of trials and were
presented in semi-random order such that the first two trials of a
block were always move trials, and a no-move trial was always
followed by a move trial. Each trial consisted of a warning symbol
followed after .2 sac by the stimulus. One second after completion of
response in the move task, feedback indicating the response pressure
was presented for I sec. Feedback for no-move trials was presented
3.5 sec. post-stimulus. The inter-trial interval was 1.8 sec.

Two factors were included to reduce the automatization of task
performance. First, at the start of each block of trials the gain of
the response transducer was switched between 2 levels of sensitivity,
requiring the participant to adjust his responses between 2
pressure/distance scales. Second, the target automatically shrank or
lengthened (from 2 to 36 mm) for both move and no-move trials as an
on-line function of accuracy in the previous 5 move trials, Thus task
difficulty was continually adjusted to match each person's current
performance level.

Recordings

Nine right-handed adults (M, IF) were recorded. The first five were
healthy students and professionals, ages 20 to 35, who received about
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50 practice trials before performing the tasks during 2.5 hour

recording sessions. The last four were highly skilled aircraft
pilots who had several hundred practice trials and who performed a
large number of trials in 6 hour recording sessions.

Brain potentials were recorded from 15 scalp electrodes and
referenced to linked mastoids (Fig. 2a). The montage included
several non-standard midline placements intended to overlie cortical
areas of particular interest: 'a0z' (anterior occipital), "aPz'
(anterior parietal), 'aCz' (precentral), and "pFz' (anterior motor).
The first five Ps' brain potentials were amplified by two Beckman
Accutraces with .16 to 50 Hz passband; for the other four a
Bioelectric Systems Model AS-64P amplifier with .10 to 50 Hz passband
was use . Vertical and horizontal eye-movement potentials
(electrodes at outer canthi and above and below one orbit),
response-muscle potentials (flexor digitorum), and response
transducer output were amplified by a Grass Model 6 with .30 to 70 Hz
passband. All signals were low-pass filtered at 50 Hz (40 dB/octave
rolloff) and digitized to 11 bits at 128 samples/sec.

Software System

The ADIEEG, integrated software system, was used for all aspects of
the experiment (Gevins and Yeager, 1972; Gevins, et alp 1975, 1979a,
1981, f983b). This system performs real-time control of experiments
and behavioral and physiological data collection; allows automatic
on-line modification of experimental parameters as a function of task
performance; has a flexible database structure and integrated data
path for the recording and analysis of up to 56 physiological
channels; allows selection and control of the stimulus, response and
performance-related variables used to aggregate trials into data
sets; performs digital filtering and timeseries analysis of EEGs and
ERPs; and tests hypotheses with linear univariate and multivariate
analyses and mathematical pattern recognition.

Formation of Data Set

Polygraph records were edited off-line to eliminate trials with
evidence of eye movement in the EOG channels, or muscle or
instrumental artifacts in the EEG channels, from 0.5 sec before the
stimulus to 0.5 sec after response initiation. The total set of 1612
trials (839 move, 773 no-move) submitted to analysis consisted of 69
to 350 behaviorally correct trials from each of the 9 participants
(Table 1). Correct move trials were those in which the participant's
response was ballistic, was completed by 1.5 sec after stimulus
onset, and was not greatly goff target'. Correct no-move trials
were those in which no EMG was evident in response to the 'no-move'
stimulus configurations. There was no difference between the two data
sets in the stimulus parameters of arrow angle and side of screen of
the arrow and target, since these parameters wore randomized by the
program. Target size was balanced between move and no-move trials.
The set of move trials had representative distributions of response
variables including response initiation time, accuracy, pressure,
duration, and velocity. Response initiation was determined by the
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beginning of the average EHG burst of the right index finger's flexor
digitorus. Thus move and no-move tasks differed slightly in
expectancy and stimulus configuration, differed in the decision based

on spatial judgment, and differed greatly in type and difficulty of
response.

Averag ERPs

Average ERPs for all channels were computed for each person in order
to determine centerpoints of time intervals for NCP analysis.
Amplitudes of the major ERP peaks were measured from a 500-msec
prestimulus baseline. N1 was the first major negative deflection,
maximal posteriorly. P2 was the immediately succeeding positive
deflection, maximal at the anterior parietal electrode. P3a and P3b
were the first and second positive peaks enhanced in the infrequent
no-move task and maximal at parietal electrodes. The immediately
succeeding negative potential shift (in the move trials) was measured
as the slope of a straight line fitted to the ERP in the 175-msec
interval centered 135 mseo after the P3a peak.

iI Evoked Trial Correlations

After applying a phase-preserving, nonrecursive digital lowpass
filter (3 dB amplitude point at 12 Hz) to the single-trial
timeseries, crosscorrelations between pairs of electrodes were
computed according to the formula:

N N N

N ~XY- X

N2  sx Sy

where X and Y are the sampled voltages of channels x and y at N time
points, and sx, s their standard deviations. A Fisher's z'
transformation xwas Ythen applied to each correlation value.
Correlations were computed for each of the 1612 trials in each of 4
analysis intervals for 91 of the 105 possible pairwise combinations
of electrodes (Fig. 2b). 14 pairs which were non-homologous or
closely spaced were excluded due to computational limitations.

Since the major ERP peaks indicate the average latencies of distinct
task-related processes, the centerpoint locations of three of the
four 175 msec analysis intervals were determined from the peak
latencies of the average ERP (Fig. 3). This was done separately for

each person to account for individual variations. The first interval
was the 175 msec epoch preceding the stimulus. The second interval
stradled each person's N1-P2 peak complex, and the third was centered
on the Pgo peaky which was the first positive peak to show a between
task difference. The fourth interval was centered 135 msec after the
P3a peak and spanned a portion of the response preparation (RP) in
the move trials and the P3b peak in the no-move trials. (An NCP
analysis synchronized to the movement onset will be reported

elsewhere). 3
34



To equalize the scale of correlation values across people, the Fisher
z'-transformed correlations were converted to standard scores within
each person's data in each interval (x=O, s=1) and then grouped
across people. ANOVAs and t-tests were performed on the single-trial
correlations to determine task-related differences observable by
linear statistical methods.

Use of Mathematical Pattern Recognition for Spatiotemporal Analysis

The analysis of between-task differences in spatial patterns of
evoked correlation was performed with nonlinear,
distribution-independent, trainable classification-network
mathematical pattern recognition (Viglione, 1970; Gevins, 1980;
Gevins, et al, 1979a, 1981, 1983ab). This method is similar in
purpose to stepwise discriminant analysis, but uses a more
sophisticated algorithm to search for combinations of variables which
distinguish the data of two conditions of an experiment. The search
is conducted on a task-labeled portion of the data, called the
training set? and then the extracted patterns of difference
(classification equations) are verified on the remaining unlabeled
data, called the test set. If these classification equations can
significantly divide the test set into the two conditions, the
extracted patterns cart be said to have intrinsic validity.

To avoid spurious results, the sensitivity of this method requires
that the experimental conditions be highly balanced for all factors
not related to the intended manipulations (Gevins and Schaffer, 1980;
Gevins, et al, 1980, 1983b; Gevins 1980; 1983ab), and that the ratio
of observations to variables be on the order of 20 to 1 or more. The
variables submitted to analysis should be grouped (constrained)
according to neuroanatomical and neurophysiological criteria so that
interpretable results may be obtained (Gevins, et alp 1979ac, 1981,
1983ab; Gevins 1980). In this study temporal constraints consisted
of locating the analysis intervals according to the major peaks of
each person's average ERP. Anatomical constraints were applied by
forming sets consisting of the correlations of each of the 15 scalp
electrodes (called a principal electrode) with 10 other electrodes
(Fig. 2c). (To reduce the amount of computation, 4 of the 14
possible pairings were excluded from each set. These involved
electrodes adjacent to the principal electrode, or pairings nearly
redundant with others.) Midline sets were symmetrical, and lateral
sets were mirror images of each other.

Classification equations. A separate classification equation was
computed for each of the 15 electrode sets in each analysis interval
for each task-labeled training set. Each classification equation
consisted of a linear combination of the binary decisions of 1 to 6
discriminant functions. Each discriminant function consisted of a
linear combination of 6 correlations selected by the algorithm from
the 10 electrode-pair correlations of an electrode set.
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A recursive procedure was used to develop each classification
equation. First, 15 discriminant functions were computed (this
number was set by computer limitations), and the best was retained as
a binary output (move or no-move) times a coefficient weighted for
optimum classification performance by minimization of an exponential
loss function. This process was repeated 6 times; the best
discriminant function from each new set of 15 was added to the
evolving classification equation, and the weights assigned to each
were updated. After each pass, the training data were re-weighted

inversely to the classification effectiveness of the classification
equation? so that the next pass would concentrate on the incorrectly
classified data. In this way a classification equation which
optimally partitioned the training data set into move and no-move
tasks was formed.

Training ia testing (validation) 4j"t sets. The data set of 1612
trials was partitioned into 3 non-overlapping test (validation) sets.
For each test set, the remaining two-thirds of the data served as its
training set. This rotation of training and testing sets reduced
sampling error due to test-set selection.

A separate classification equation was formed using each of the 3
training sets. Then the classification accuracy of each of the 3
equations for each interval was measured on its corresponding test
set, and the average test-set classification accuracy was determined.

S i gnificance leyel 2t classification. Since our aim was to
determine task-related spatiotemporal patterns, rather than to
predict behavior, the analysis was constrained to facilitate a
neuroanatomically and neurophysiologically meaningful interpretation.
Thus classification accuracies were not as high as they would have
been without constraints. To determine the significance levels of the
classification accuracies it was necessary to determine a baseline
significance level and safeguard against a Type 1 error. To do this,
equations were formed from sets of randomly task-labeled data for
each analysis interval. The average classification accuracy of 48
such random-labeled studies was 50.6%, with a standard deviation of
1.1%. This could have occurred by chance with pm.32, according to the
normal-curve approximation to the binomial distribution. Actual
test-set classification accuracies of552.9%v 53.9,_-4.9% and 55.5%
correspond to p<.01, p<.OO1, p<5 x 10 and p<5 x 10 respectively.
These significance levels were used as an index of the relative
consistency of differences between move and no-move tasks.

Diagras 2f classification equations. In order to illustrate the
strongest between-task differences, diagrams were drawn showing the
principal electrode and the electrode pairings which contributed most
to the classification function for the most significant electrode set
in each interval. These 'prominent' evoked correlations were
determined by applying the pattern recognition procedure recursively
to the most significant electrode set. Each discriminant function
(combination of correlations) whose weight was more than 0.1 times
that of the maximum weighted function was retained on each pass.
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Within the selected discriminant functions, those correlations whose
weight was more than .25 times the highest weighted correlation were
retained. The selected correlations were weighted by the number of
discriminant functions remaining in the classification equation, and
summed over the 3 test sets. The 5 highest weighted correlations
were then input to the pattern classifier. If 'test-set'
classification for a Siven interval was still significant at p<.O1,
the entire procedure was repeated with the least significant
correlation removed until a classification function incorporating a
minimum set of 3 or 4 'prominent correlations' was produced.

RESULTS

Average ERP Description

The average ER? waveforms from Ps 06-9 (Fig. 4) consisted of a
posteriorly maximum negative peak (N163) and a centro-parietally
maximum positive peak (P230) in both tasks. In the move task there
were parietally maximum positive peaks at 425 and 500 msec, followed
by a centrally maximum, left-lateralized neSative-going slow
potential shift. In the no-move task a positive peak was observed at
391 msec, maximal at the anterior parietal electrode (aPz), another
at 425 msec and a third at 530 msec, both maximal at the midline
parietal electrode (Pz). Subtraction ERPs (Fig. 5) showed that the
P391 peak in the infrequent no-move task immediately follows a
negative peak (N2) at 240 msec, and thus may be the probability
sensitive P3a peak (Squires, et al, 1977). The larger amplitude of
P425 in the move task may be due to the atypical experimental
paradiSm, in which a difficult response is required to the frequent
task-related stimuli. P530 in the infrequent no-move task may
correspond to the P3b peak observed in So/no-go paradigms and to
infrequent task-related stimuli. Peak latencies, the corresponding
NCP analysis intervals, and response initiation times for each person
are given in Table 1.

ANOVAs and t-tests were performed for the P391 (P3a) peak amplitude
and the slope of the immediately succeeding slow negative potential
shift. For the P391 peak, a task x electrode x person ANOVA revealed
a siSnificant task effect (F(1,B) = 29.0, p<<.001) and task x
electrode interaction (F(13,104) a 2.9, p<.005), but no electrode
effect (F(13,104) = 1.2, N.S.). Correlated t-tests revealed

gsignificant voltage enhancements in the no-move task for all but the
lateral temporal electrodes, the most significant effect being at the
midline anterior parietal electrode (aPz) (p<.O005) (Table 2). When
Bonferroni-corrected for multiple comparisons, only the aPz, Pz and

tC4 electrodes remained significant (I a 4.35 for p<#05). Mean
amplitudes across persons at aPz were .1 uV and 2.3 uV for move and
no-move tasks, respectively#

A task x electrode x person ANOVA of the slope of a straight line
fitted to the slow potential shift in the response preparation (RP)
interval revealed a significant task effect (F(1,8) z 5.6, p<.05),
electrode effect (F(14,112) - 1.9, p<.05), and task x electrode
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interaction (F(14, 112) = 2.7, p<.OO3). Correlated t-tests showed
significantly larger move-task slopes for 9 electrodes (Table 3).
The most significant difference (p<.005) was at the C3 electrode,
where the mean slope values were .24 and -.50 for move and no-move
tasks, respectively. When Bonferroni-corrected for multiple
comparisonsi no electrode remained significant (t = 4.35 for p<.05).

Liar Analysii of Evoked Correlations

Mean evoked correlation values over persons and electrode pairs were,
for the move trials: prestimulus interval a .64, N1-P2 interval -
.65, P3a interval a .65, RP interval - .65; and for the no-move
trials: prestimulus = .65, N1-P2 = .65, P3a a .65, and RP - .64.
t-tests of differences in single-trial correlations between tasks
were performed for the 91 electrode-pair correlations (Table 4). When
Sonferroni-corrected for multiple comparisons only the F7-T3 and
Fe-Pz pairs in the RP interval reached significance (t- 3.58 for
p<.05). Without Bonferroni correction, correlations significant at
p<.05 or better were found in every interval. In the prestimulus
interval 5 of the 9 significant electrode pairs included the Fz
electrode. In the N1-P2 interval the 4 significant pairs all included
parietal sites. In the P3a interval the 6 significant pairs were
fronto-central, with the exception of the P4-C4 pair. In the RP
interval the 25 significant pairs were widely distributed, but 8
included Fz, 9 included F8, and 5 included C3.

Pattern ReconitioD Analysis If Si3-Trial Evoked Correlations

Pattern recognition analysis revealed patterns of difference in
evoked correlation which increased in magnitude in each successive
interval. The principal electrode and prominent correlations of the
most significant electrode set in each interval are shown in Figure
6. In the prestimulus interval there was a weak between-task
difference of the Fz electrode-set (p<.01), involving higher
prominent correlations of Fz with P3 in the move task and higher
correlations of Fz with T3, C3 and C4 in the no-move task.

In the N1-P2 interval the distinguishing significant difference was
in the Pz electrode set (p<.O1), with higher correlations of Pz with
aCz, T3 and T4 in the move task, and higher correlations of Pz with
F7 in the no-move task.

In the P3a interval th! most significant difference was in the P4
electrode set (p<5 x 10 ), with higher correlations of P4 with C4 in
the move task, and higher correlations of P4 with aCz and aOz in the
no-move task. At the p<.001 level the aOz electrode set also
distinguished the tasks.

In the RP interval theost significant difference was in the C3
electrode set (p<'5 x 10 )v with higher correlations of C3 with Fz
and aOz in the move task, and higher correlations of C3 with Pz in
the no-move task. Four other electrode sets distinquished the tasks
at- 4lower significance levels: C4 (p<l x 10 ), F7 and T3 (p<5 x
10 ), and Pz (p<.001).
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For the prestimulus and N1-P2 intervals the reduced classification
functions required 4 "prominent correlations' to achieve significant
classification, while in the P3a and RP intervals only 3 were needed.
Further, significant classification (p<.05) could be achieved with
just the first term (discriminant function) of the reduced
classification equation (Table 5).

To test the interperson validity of the results, the classification
accuracies of the classification equations for the P4 electrode set
in the P3a interval and the C3 set in the RP interval were assessed
on the data of each person individually, and compared with the
overall classification accuracy (Table 6). The group equations were
valid for 7 of the 9 people. As a further test, the entire analysis
was performed on the data of one person (255 trials from P 7) for
the P3a interval. The P4 electrode set _gain achieved the highest
classification accuracy (59.4%; p<5 x 10-).

DISCUSSION

Neurophvsiological Significance of Task-Related Evoked Correlations

In theory, a task-related difference in evoked correlation between
two scalp electrodes could be due to one or more possible causes: 1)
functional coordination of two distinct cortical populations? 2)
driving by a third cortical or subcortical neural area, and 3)
volume conducted activity from a distant generator. While it is
if the task-related patterns of evoked correlation determined by
Neurocognitive Pattern (NCP) analysis reflect functional coordination
between cortical (and possibly subcortical) areas, their anatomical
and temporal specificity suggests that significant aspects of
task-related neural processes are being measured. (A preliminary NCP
Analysis of single channel signal power determined significant, but
weaker, between-task patterns of difference. Some of the significant
electrodes corresponded to those found with correlation measures.
These results will be reported elsewhere.) However, the significance
of waveshape similarity in scalp-recorded brain potentials will not
be understood until further studies are completed.

NCP Anaisis, ERPs and Neuropsvcholog

In this section the main NCP results will be discussed in light of
previous neuropsychological and electrophysiological (ERP) findings,
showing how they concur with and elaborate the information obtainable

4 by those methods. Psychological interpretation of these results must
be considered speculative, since the processing stages involved in
the task are not definitively known.

The magnitude of between-task difference increased from interval to
interval. The presence of a small significant effect in the
prestimulus interval might be the result of a weak task-specific
preparatory set generated in the course of the session by the4 ordering of move and no-move trials. The locus of this difference in
the Fz electrode set is consistent with neuropsychological and
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electrophysiological (CNV) findings suggesting involvement of
prefrontal cortex in preparatory activity (Teuber, 1964; Walter,
1967; Fuster, 1980). A previous NCP study (Gevins, et al, 1981) also
revealed evidence of a task-specific preparatory set in the task-cued
prestimulus interval preceding numeric and spatial judgments. The
prominent correlations of Fz with T3P C3, C4 and P3 in the present
study suggest that this preparatory activity extends beyond
prefrontal areas.

In the N1-P2 interval, correlations of the Pz electrode set
distinguished move and no-move tasks at p<.O01. Subtraction ERPs
revealed an enhancement of the N2 peak no-move trials in 6 of the 9
participants (79% of the total data set) (Fig. 5). Its mean latency
of 240 asec. placed it near the center of the NI-P2 analysis
interval, and its amplitude was maximal (1.7 uv) at Pz. Thus the
between-task correlation differences in this interval may be related
to N2. Although an amplitude increase in the N2 peak in no-go trials
of a 3o/no-go paradigm with equiprobable conditions has been reported
(Simson, et alp 1977), N2 has usually been reported to be sensitive
to infrequent changes in gross stimulus properties or patterns
(Naatanen, et alp 1980). However, in the present study, stimuli were
equivalent between conditions in all respects, save that in no-move
trials the arrow pointed directly at the target in various
randomly-ordered configurations. The N2 effect at 240 esec suggests
that a no-move configuration has been identified by that timer and
that M2 may reflect a more subtle process than the detection of a
gross "mismatch' in stimulus characteristics, as indicated by other
recent studies (Ritter, et al, 19S2). The prominent correlations of
Pz with T3, F7, aCz, and T4 suggest that these processes are not
confined to the parietal area.

In the P3a interval (which was centered on the P3a peak and
overlapped a portion of the P3b peak) the right parietal (P4) locus
of correlation differences (p<5 x 10 ) provides novel evidence for
the lateralization of neural processes related to these late positive
ERP peaks. Although on the basis of lesion evidence, the right
parietal cortex is known to be necessary for such spatial judgments,
the late positive ERP peaks have not been found to very in
lateralization according to type of cognitive task (Donchin, et al,
1977). J. Desmedt (1977) reported a relative right-sided
lateralization in the ERP in a spatial somatosensory-motor task, but
the effect was general and was not present in the P3 peak, nor was
its scalp distribution determined. A previous NCP study (Gevins, et
al, 1981) demonstrated lateralized temporo-parietal evoked
correlation differences between numeric and spatial judgments in the
interval centered on the P3a peak at 340 esec., but the interval
centered on the P3b peak at 450 msec, exhibited bilateral
between-task differences from frontal, central, and parietal
electrodes. In the present study, the between-task differences in
correlations of the right parietal electrode with central and
occipital electrodes is in accord with neuropsychological
expectations? as is the somewhat weaker effect in the aOz electrode
set. The lateralized NCP finding is in contrast with the anterior
midline parietal (aPz) locus of maximal amplitude difference of the
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P3a ERP peak.

In the response preparation (RP) interval, centered 135 esec after

the P3a interval centerpoint, the focus of between-task difflrence
shifted to the left central (C3) electrode set (p<5 x 10 ),
involving higher correlations of C3 with Fz and a0z in the move task
and with Pz in the no-move task. Since the RP interval overlapped
EMG onset in a portion of the set of move trials (average response
time - 590 msec, mean S.D. within persons = 240 msec.), the RP
interval results may also include a contribution from the output
activity of motor cortex. The C4, F7, and T3 electrode sets, which
differed at lower significance levels, may also reflect movement
preparation and initiation, since the presumed generators of
voluntary finger movements are buried in the lateral bank of the
central sulcus and their scalp projection may be diffuse. The less
significant difference in the Pz electrode set may reflect concurrent
processes related to P3b.

Rapidl Shifting Lateralization

The rapid (135 msec) shift in side and site of lateralization from
the P3a to the RP interval may help clarify the controversy
surrounding the existence of lateralization of brain potentials in
different types of cognitive activity. Although various
'verbal-analytic' and 'spatial' tasks lasting one minute or more have
been associated with relative left and right hemisphere activity, it
is not clear whether this is due to cognitive activity, or to
stimulus, motor, or arousal-related aspects of the tasks (Donchin, et
al, 1977; Gevins and Schaffer, 1980; Gevins, et alp 1980; Gevins,
1983ab). In an earlier study (Gevins, at alp 1979abc), we first
found prominent spatial differences, including lateralized patterning
of EEG spectra, between one minute linguistic and spatial tasks
(reading and writinS, Koh's Block Design and mental cube
reconstruction). However, no spatial differences in EEG spectra were
found between similar 15 second tasks which were more controlled for
other-than-cognitive factors. Since heterogeneous tasks composed of
many component operations cannot be clearly resolved into serial
processes, our subsequent study (Gevins, et al, 1981) refined the
approach. It used short (less than 1 second) visuomotor tasks
differing only in type of judgment (numeric and spatial), employed
175-msec analysis intervals based on person-specific ERP
measurements, and used measures of between-channel correlations in
single trials as features for NCP Analysis. That study revealed that
even split-second judgments involve a complex, rapidly shifting
mosaic of task-related evoked correlation patterns involving many
electrodes over both hemispheres. Thus, simplistic views of
neurocognitive processing may be the result of inadequate temporal
resolution of rapidly changing neural activity.

The present study confirmed this by comparing move and no-move
variants of the same spatial task. Thv results suggest that the tasks
involve split-second changes in the relative localization and
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lateralization of neural activity. A dramatic switching of the foci
of patterns of evoked correlations is seen as the stimulus is
anticipated, perceived, judged, and a response executed. These
rapidly shifting patterns are consistent with network models of
higher cognitive functions (Luriar 1977; Arbib and Caplan, 1979;
Zurif 1980; Mesulam, 19810 and Gevins, 1981, 1983b). It should be
understood that the simplicity of the patterns reported (Figure 6) is
due to the fact that only the most significant results were
diagrammed. The inclusion of results at lower significance levels
would create more complex patterns, particularly in the RP interval.
Further, in a separate within-task analysis, where each post-stimulus
interval was compared with its prestimulus interval, it was evident
that within-task differences were complex and increased in magnitude
and anatomic distribution from interval to interval. This is
consistent with a within-task interlatency analysis reported
previously (Gevins, et al, 1981).

Individual Differences

Although the classification accuracies of the overall (multiperson)
classification equations assessed on the data of the individual
participants varied appreciably (Table 6), the existence of some
invariant task-related patterns in 7 of the 9 persons was confirmed.
The fact that the significant difference between tasks was also found

at the P4 electrode set in the P3a interval when the data of
one-person was subjected to NCP analysis also supports the inference
of patterns which are invariant across people. Moreover, a
nonparametric randomization test performed on the individual

classification accuracies of the two groups of P's (#1-5 and #6-9) f

confirmed that the classification equations did not significantly
differ between the two groups.

t NCP Analysis Useful?

Analytic methodology is a critical factor in determining the
precision and relevance of results in brain potential studies. MCP

analysis uses modern signal processing and pattern recognition
technologies to distinguish spatially and temporally overlapping
task-related brain potential patterns. It builds on the vast body of

ERP research by using the average ERP to determine person-specific

time intervals during which successive stages of task-related
processing may be assumed ito occur. It then searches the

single-trial, multichannel brain potential data with a mathematical
pattern classification algorithm to extract spatial patterns which
distinguish the two conditions of an experiment. As with other
advanced approaches (reviewed in McGillem, et al, 1981 and Gevins
1980), it has the potential to reveal information not obtainable from

averaged waveforms. Further studies will determine whether NCP

analysis produces results meaningful enough to justify the large

amount of computation required.
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A full comparison of NCP analysis with linear multivariate methods is

beyond the scope of this paper. Two linear tests were performed to
give some indication of the differences between methods: Post-ho

task x electrode-pair ANOVAs on selected variables, and the

Sonferroni-corrected t-tests on the full set of single-trial

correlations. The ANOVAs were limited to the 10 correlations of the
most significant electrode sets determined NCP analysis: the P4 set
in the P3a interval and the C3 set in the RP interval. Only the
electrode-pair effect reached significance (F(14,72) = 57.9p p<<.O01

and F(14,72) a 48.6, p<<.O01 respectively). There was no

significant task main effect or task x electrode-pair interaction.
This result and the results of the t-tests (Table 4) suggest that the

variable subset selection and the nonlinear, distribution-independent

properties of the NCP Analysis were both important. This is

consistent with two previous studies where this type of mathematical
pattern recognition proved more effective than ANOVA and stepwise

linear discriminant analysis (Gevins, et al, 1979a; Lieb, et alp

1961). Although the Sonferroni-corrected t-tests were significant
for only two electrode pairs in one interval, at uncorrected

significance levels (p<.05 or better), the significant electrode

pairs did show a slight similarity to the NCP results. Of the

significant Fz pairs in the prestimulus interval, 3 are identical to

the prominent correlations determined by NCP Analysis (Fz-C3, Fz-C4

and Fz-T3), and the frontal distribution of significant pairs accords

with the distinguishing Fz electrode set in the NCP results. For the

N1-P2 and P3a intervals, however, only the T4-Pz electrode pair in

the former interval and the P4-C4 pair in the latter correspond to

prominent evoked correlations of the NCP analysis. In the RP

interval the t-tests were focused on the frontal areas and included

only two significant pairs from the NCP results (C3-Fz and C3-Pz).

In its present form, NCP Analysis seems able to extract patterns of

task-related evoked differences from the obscuring effects of 
volume

conduction and background EEG. Further research is being conducted

using measures of interchannel timing and single channel power in

paradigms involving manipulation of modality and responding hand.

These studies may help elucidate the significance of inter-electrode

evoked correlations accompanying neurocognitive processes.
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.LEGENDS

Figure 1 - Examples of stimuli for move and no-move trials. Arrow
originated at center screen; its direction and the location of the
target changed randomly across trials. The labels "Move' and
"No-Move' did not appear in the actual stimuli.

Figure A - Electrode montage.

Figure 2B - 91 pairwise correlations were computed between the 15
electrodes.

Figure 2C - Anatomical constraints. The correlations of a principal
electrode was measured with 10 other electrodes. The aOz electrode
set is shown.

Figure3 - The major peaks of the average event-related potential
(ERP) and Neurocognitive Pattern (NCP) Analysis intervals determined
from them. This illustration is an average of the data from the last
four persons in the study; in practicer the peaks and analysis
intervals were determined separately for each person.

Figure 4-a - ERPs for Move trials (610 trials from P's #6-9).

Figure 4 - ERPs for No-Move trials (604 trials from P's #6-9).

Figur 5 - Subtraction ERP's (No-Move minus Move, 6 P's) showing the
negative (N2) peak at 240 msec.

Fig - Between-task NCP results obtained from single trial evoked
correlations. The most significantly differing electrode set and its
prominent correlations are shown in each interval.

Figur 72 - Average right parietal ERP of those Move trials correctly
classified by the NCP analysis in both the P3a and RP intervals using
correlation measures (195 trials from 4 people).

Figure 7b - Average ERP of correctly classified No-Move trials. P391
(P3a) and P530 (P3b) peaks are larger in the correctly classified
No-Move trials (193 trials from 4 people).

Figure 7c - Average ERP of incorrectly classified, but behaviorally
correct, Move trials (122 trials from 4 people).

Figure 7§ - Average ERP of incorrectly classified, but behaviorally
correct, No-Move trials. P3a is absent and P3b is smaller, thus
resembling the correct Move ERP (121 trials from 4 people).

Table I - Number of trials, ERP peak latencies, centerpoints of the
NCP single trial correlation analysis intervals? and average response
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initiation latency (EMG onset) for each of the 9 participants.

Ta l - Averaged P3a peak amplitude (in micro-volts) and correlated

t-tests (dr - 9).

T&§- Response Preparation (RP) interval: averaged slope of a
straight line fitted to slow negative potential shift and correlated
1-tests (dfu9).

Ta4l q - J-tests of correlations for the nine participants (1612
trials: 839 Move, 773 No-Hove). Only those channel pairs showing a
significant uncorrected I-value are listed. (p<.05 a 1.96, p<.01 a
2.57, p<.O01 a 3.29. aBonferroni-corrected t-value of 3.58 = p<.05.)

Table § - Simplified, single discriminant function classification
equation. G(f) -1 for f>O, else G(f) =0; (X/Y) is the standardized,
Fisher's z transformed correlation value of the t-! electrode pair.
Individual trials whose classification function G(f) - I were
assigned to the no-move class; those whose G(f) = 0 to the move
class.

Tab- Classification accuracy for the P3a and RP intervals for
each of the 9 participants using the equations derived from the whole
group.
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Psych.. 83--June 7

Average P3a orre- ctr

ated rceA1l Itude (mv t P,9

NOVO move- - - - -

1.3 2.90 -2.95 .01

aCz -. 26 1.69 -2.91 .01

CA -.80 1.53 -3.16 .01
aPz .14 2.30 -5.3* SO 4

Pz .49 2.32 -4.771 .005 ,0

aoz -. 94 0.34 -2.28 .05

-. 62 1.82 -3.82 .005

C,4 -. 17 2.12 -4.44 .005

p3  -. 39 1.94 -2.97 .01

pk -. 80I 1.1 -3.05 .01

* Sonforront t (15 comqrisons. df * 7, pGOS 4 4.35

Table 2
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Average Corr.- Uncor-

- ?~!Pvalated r@eted

Fz .24 -. 18 I .09 M.S.

acz .17 -,48 2.80 .05

Cz .07 -.82 2.30 .05

aft .00 ..51 2.14 .05

Pz -.03 -.69 2.10 .05

sOz -.17 -.35 1.9 .05

C3 .24 -.50 3.5 .005

C4 .62 -.54 3.0 .01

P3 -.01 -.58 2.8 .05

P4 -.11 -.69 2.2 .05

* lonferroni t (15 casparIsons, df 7) p 4.05 4.35

Table 3
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Correlation tt
Electrode Prestimulus P.) P1 Rt

Pair Interval I Int.raI Interva

Fz 2.24

F2 : F7 .8

Fz  3 2.38
Fz - C3 3.12 2.42
Fz -C4 2.60 2.08
Fz P1  2.16
Fz Pz 2.58
Fz - aCz 2.38
Fz  Cz 2.35 2.43
Fz  Pi 2.38
Fz -aOz 2.46
FS -aCz 2.08 2.37 2.70
Fe - Pz 3.13
FS-P 3 3.30

I P2 
2.11

P4  C4 2.47 2.94
aC- C3  2.60
14 - T3 2.29
C4 - C3  2.17
F7 "C 3  3.20
F7 - 13 3.72*
F8-aFz 2.58 2.63
F8 - Cz  2.50 3.34
F8 - aPz 3.82*
F8 -aOz 3.29
F8  C4  3.56

a - Cz 2.09 2.80

Pz. C3 3.01
P3 "T4 2.22

- 2.51
4 2.13 2.38
T4- C4 2.70
T4- P4 2.17

Table 4

*Bonferroni-€orrected t; (100 comparisons, df - 1201
p < .05 .3.58)
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whole
1 2 4 6 7 8 9 group

P3a 64.4 55.0 53.2 51.7 55.1 52.5 58.7 51.5 54.4 55.1

ftP 62.8 64.6 47.0 43.9 64.2 58.7 52.0 58.8 60.2 55.6

Table 6
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V. SIGNAL PROCESSING STUDIES (Also Sponsored by the Office of Naval

Research and the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine)

A. Introduction

In order to further understand the signals extracted in the
move/no-move visuospatial experiment (Sections III and IV), we are
attempting to determine which type of measurements and frequency bands
have the most specific task-related information. Preliminary results
of these ongoing studies are presented in this section. We began by
digitally filtering the single-trial brain potential timeseries into
five passbands determined from Fourier analysis of each person's
average ERPs. This was based on the strategy that mass brain
potentials of different frequency bands might have different types of
information. This resulted in separate 'delta', 'theta', and low-and
high "alpha', and "beta' frequency band timeseries for each person.
Then, using brief analysis intervals centered at latencies determined
from the peaks of each person's average ERPs, four types Of
measurement were made on the timeseries of each frequency band? 1)
maximum covariance between a pair of channels, 2) lag-time to maximum
covariance, 3) shape of the lagged covariance function, and 4) single
channel power. These measurements were then used as features in a
between-task pattern recognition analysis, and the relative
classification accuracy obtained with each measure was used as an
index of its usefulness.

, B. Methods

The analysis was confined to the data of the last four of the original I
nine people (see Table I in Section IV), Three of the four were Air
Force fighter test pilots, while the fourth was formerly a transport
pilot. All were highly-trained individuals who demonstrated a
professional motivation towards the experiment and produced data of
superior quality. The analysis was confined to the time windows and
channel pairs in which highly significant between-task differences in
results had been obtained using the zero lag correlation measure: the
three right parietal (P4) electrode-pairs in the P3a interval and the
three left central (C3) electrode-pairs in the response preparation
(RP) interval (see Fig. 6 in Section IV).

For the NCP analysis each of 3 training sets contained 804 trials and
each of 3 testing sets contained 402 trials (total trials - 1206).
Optimal feature subsets were selected by exhaustive search. Pattern
classification accuracy was the average of the performance of the
equations on the 3 testing data sets. The classification accuracy for
each significance level is shown in Table 4. For each siSnificant
result, terms of the equation having weights exceeding a threshold of
15% of the maximum weight of the largest term were selected for
display.

1. Measure
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Zero-lag correlation was replaced by several covariance-derived
measures to determine whether useful information was discarded in the
normalization involved in the correlation measure. The entire
covariance function, rather than just the zero-lag value, was
considered to test for information in the timing of the ERPi (Figures
4 to 6). Each covariance function was formed by logging the signals
+6 time points (48 msec). Lag values were computed from extended
real data points, rather than from an increasing number of zeros as
done in the noncyclic fast convolution (FFT) method.

As a preliminary step, spectral analysis and bandpass filtering were
performed on the averaged ERP for each person. Three non-overlapping
FFT's were performed for the 0.5 second prestimulus and two 0.5 second
post-stimulus windows for each averaged ERP channel for each person.
A histogram was formed from spectral frequencies over each channel
(Figure 7) and used to determine passband widths for each person.
Unfiltered average ERPs for one person are shown in Figure Sa.
Filtered ERPs, with passbands selected from Fig,,re 7, are shown in
Figures Sb-h.

Covariance was computed between two filtered single trials 9 X(t) and
Y(t), using the raw score method:

N N N
Cxy(t) -W EXlt)(t). E x(t) Y t0 0

where N is the number of points in the time window. Three features
were derived from the covariance function. The first was the maximum
(absolute) value of the covariance function. The second was the lag
time at the peak of the covariance function, employed to measure the-
relative timing of signals between channels. Since this peak lag
measure was likely to be unstable, a third measure was used to assess
inter-electrode timing. This was a lagged covariance function 'shape
measure,' computed as the similarity of the lagged covariance function
to a cosine function. Since the cosine is an even function, this
measure would indicate the tendency of one channel in a pair to lead
or lag the other. The frequency of the cosine used was the center
frequency of the passband used to filter the ERP forming the
covariance function. The 'shape measure' was computed as the sum of
cross-products between the points of the covariance function and the
cosine function. The sum was divided by the maximum absolute
cross-product to equalize the range across frequency bands. This
measure was expected to be more stable than the lag-to-peak measure
since it is derived from all points in the covariance function rather
than just one. The fourth measure was single channel power, computed
as the mean square value of the filtered timeseries .over the points of
the time window.

2, Channels

In the between-task results of the earlier analysis (Sections III and
IV) correlations of the right parietal (P4) electrode distinguished
the move vs no-move tasks in the P3a interval with greatest accuracy.
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The three correlations which contributed most to this discrimination
were P4-aOz, P4-C4, and P4-aCz. Likewise in the RP interval, C3-aOz,
C3-Pz, and C3-Fz were most effective in distinguishing the tasks.
Consequently these six channel pairs were used in the present study.
In the P3a interval, the C3 pairs were used as controls, and in the RP
interval the P4 pairs were controls.

Single channel power was computed for the seven channels which formed
these pairs, as well as for the P3 electrode to preserve symmetry in
the eight-channel power analysis.

3. Time intervals

The P3a interval was determined individually for each of the four
people so that it straddled the P3a component of each individual's
averaged ERP. The RP interval was centered at the time of onset of
the response, as measured by the average EMG onset for each person.

The width of the analysis intervals varied with the frequency band in
order to accommodate at least one full cycle of the highest frequency
component in a given band. For reasons of stability of the measures,
100 msec was the shortest window width. For the delta band the
windows were 200 msec wide, for the theta band they were 175 msec, and
for .te three higher bands they were 100 msec.

jach single-trial timeseries was separately filtered into five
fIe- uency bands before other computations were performed. The average
banup~os settings were 0-4 Hz (delta), 4-8 Hz (theta), 8-11 Hz (low
alpha), 11-15 (high alpha), and 15-22 Hz (beta). Exact settings were
individually set for each person based on Fourier analysis of their
averaged ERPs. Linear phase, Hamming FIR filters were employed. They
were convolved with the timeseries by a fast convolution (via FFT)
using the overlap-save method.

C. Results

1. Crosscovariance Measures

Using the maximum covariance measurer the pattern classification
analysis was able to differentiate the two tasks iR t e P3a interval
using the P4 electrode-pair covariances (p<5 x 10 ) Figure 9), but
was unable to do so using the C3 electrode-pair (control) covariances.
The algorithm was allowed to combine frequency bands to achieve
optimum classification. The major features which it used were from
the delta and theta bands. In Figures 9 and 10, a solid line
connecting two electrode sites indicates that the value for the move

*task was grester, a dashed line that it was greater for the no-move
task. A previous analysis in this interval, using the .1-12 Hz band,
zero-lag correlation for the same three P4 electrode3 pairs,
discriminated the tasks with significance of only 1 x 10 . Therefore
greater discrimination was achieved by definition of the frequency
ranger by using covariance rather than correlation, and by shifting
the time series in time to find their maximum covariance.
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In the RP intervaly the two tasks were sucgessfully classified by the

C3 electrode-pair covariances (p<5 x 10 ) (Figure 9), but not the
control (P4) electrode-pair covariances. Again the major features
were from the delta and theta bands. Although this classification

significance was high, it was below that of the previous zero-lag
correlation study.

The lag-to-maximum covariance was not successful in significantly
discriminating tasks, presumably because of the instability of this
measure without thresholding.

Using the shape lagged covariance measurl in the P3a interval, the P4
pairs classified the trials (p<1 x 10 ) (Figure 10), whereas the
control pairs did not. Shape measures from the delta and beta band
were the major ones used. In the RP interval, the shape measure of
the C3 pairs classified the trials (p<10 ), but the controls did not.
The major features were in the theta band.

2. Single-Channel Power Measures

For the power measures, P4, C4 and o0z were used for the P3a interval,
P3, C3 and a0z for the RP interval. In the P3a interval the
algorithm was unable to discriminate the tasks with these channels.
In the RP interval, the delta band was used to discriminate at p<.O01
(Figure 11) compared to p<.05 for controls. In Figures 11 and 12, an
upward arrow indicates that the move task power was greater, a
downward arrow that no-move power was greater.

Another analysis was performed with the power measure from eight
channels. Separate analyses were performed for each of the five
frequency bands (Figure 12).

In the 4 RP interval discrimination was achieved in the delta band at
p<lxlO- ), using channels C3, Pz, aOz and aCz most strongly. For too
theta band, dis;gisination was achieved in both the P3a (p<5 x 10 )
and RP (p<1 x 10 ) intervals. In the P3& interval, aOz, aCz, C3, C4
and Fz were the main channels used; and in the RP interval it was P4,
Pz and Fz. For the low liphe band, discrimination was achieved in the
RP interval at p<5 x 10 , using Pz, C3 and P4. For &4e high alpha
band discrimination in the RP interval was at p<S x 10 using aCz and
Fz. Discrimination was not achieved for beta band power in either
interval. In goneral, the direction of the between-task difference in
power was not the same for a given channel in the different frequency
bands.

D. Conclusions

These preliminary results suggest somewhat that the between-tasks
differences in inter-electrode correlations and coveriances may not be
due solely to volume conduction of potentials from a single distant
generator. First, there was discriminatory information in the maximum
covariance measure, which was often found at non-zero lags. Second,
there was information in the shape of the lagged covariance function
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which was sensitive to the phase relation between two signals. Third,
when the power measure of a channel was greater for one task? power on
a *highly correlated channel was seen to be lower for that task. For
example, the C3-aOz covariance was greater for move than no-move task
in the delta band (Figure 9). In this case, aOz delta power was
greater for the move task, but C3 delta power was lower (Figure 12).

If correlation was due solely to volume conduction from a single
generator, power for both correlated channels would show the same
between-task variation. Of course, the suggestion that separate
generators contribute to the reported between-task differences in
scalp correlation patterns is mere speculation. Further studies will
be required to determine if this is actually so and if pairwise
interchannel measures are the best way to characterize the activity of
such generators.

Significant differences between tasks were found to be specific to
certain frequency bands. In particular, all covariance-derived
measures were significant only in the delta, theta and beta bands. In
some cases (e.g. the shape measure in the RP interval) a measure
differentiated the tasks in only one band. Only for the power measure
was there any discrimination in the alpha bands.

Specificity was also achieved in the type of measure which
distinguished the tasks. Zero-lag correlation depends on the timing
of two signals as well as their similarity. These two aspects were
separated in the lag and shape measures on the one handy and the
maximum covariance on the other. These measures were found to have
different abilities to discriminate in the different frequency bands.
Since the between-channel covariance measures differentiated tasks
differently than the power measures, such measures may provide
information about the brain which complements that obtained from power
measures,

Further investigation is proceeding in several ways. An improved
shape measure which carries information as to lead or lag between
channel pairs has been developed. An improved single channel power
analysis will make more explicit the similarities and differences
between single and multichannel measures. Additional studies will
fill in the Saps in the present study from non-lagged correlations to
lagged covariances.
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5 x o - 2 2.

1 x 1o - 2 53.1

5x 10 53.8

1 X~o 54.5

5 x 1o 54.8

1 x 10 "14 5.

5 x 16 5 5.6

S1lo 56.2

5 x 10 6  56.

-6
I 10 56.9

Table 4 - Classification accuracy at different significance
levels. (1206 £rials from 4 persons)
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V1. DISTINCT BRAIN-? IA PAJTEflt ACCOMPANYING BEHAVIORALLY
IETICA TRIALS (Also sponsored &M thp Of.i g. Nava Research)

In order to examine patterns used by the pattern recognition algorithm
to define the move and no-move trials, the classification assigned by
the algorithm to. each trial of the testing data was noted. In all
cases, the data were behaviorally correct. Trials for which
classification was correct for both P3a and RP intervals were called
correct; those with incorrect classification for both intervals were
called incorrect. This was done for both move and no-move conditions,
resulting in four classes: (a) correct mover (b) correct no-move, (c)
incorrect no-move, and (d) incorrect move. Unfiltered ERPs were
formed for each class for the data of the last 4 people in the study
(Figure 13).

The main difference between correctly classified move and no-move ERPs
was the positive P3a and P3b peaks at approximately 365 and 530 msec
post-stimulus, respectively. Comparing Figure 13c with Figure 13b,
the incorrect no-move ERP is seen to lack a P3a peak and have a
smaller P3b peak, thus resembling the correct move ERP. The
incorrectly classified move trials (Figure 13d) have a more distinct
P3b peak than the correctly classified move trials (Figure 13a), thus
resembling the correctly classified no-move ERP.

Another obvious difference between correctly and incorrectly
classified ERP's, both move and no-move, was the strong pre-stimulus
alpha 'traina in incorrectly classified ERPs. This dissimilarity is
clearly seen in alpha band-pass filtered averages (Figure 14). In
both the correct and incorrect move conditions there are alpha band
ERPs which occur at the same post-stimulus time (in phase). In the
incorrectly classified waveform the pre-stimulus alpha is much larger
than in the correct, and is phase reversed. The incorrect ERP appears
to undergo a phase adjustment prior to the zero-crossing at
approximately 90 msec post-stimulus, which occurs at the same time in
the correctly classified trials, and is followed by a negative peak at
160 msec in both. This peak corresponds to the N163 peak in the
unfiltered ERP. This could reflect a timing process which regulates
the activity of sensory cortex in preparation for incoming stimuli
(the old idea of the 'neuronic shutter'). These alpha-band filtered
ERP's are also clearly different in the P3a and RP intervals where the
classification was made. The high prestiomulus alpha in the
incorrectly classified trials may be related to cognitive state, so
that incorrectly classified trials are qualitatively different,1perhaps due to automatic processing. Alternatively, incorrectly
classified trials may be those with a particular alpha phase at
stimulus onset, resulting in enhanced summation of pre-stimulus waves,
and difference in post stimulus activity. These possibilities are
being further investigated since the results show that different
neural patterns may accompany the same behavior.
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&)Correctly classified save trials

b) Correctly classified no-move trials

AA

c)~~ Inorcl clsife nomv trial11.10

d0 Incorrectly classified mo-ve trials

Figure 13 -Average 1RPs for trials which were correctly and Incorrectly
classified by the NC? analysis.
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